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It was right in the midst of the Threshing season^*^Waiting customers were 
getting impatient. Every mïriüte was worth almost its weight in gold The
owner of the rig was watching the progress of the work with anxious eye. “Boys, we must finish this job 
today. Jim wants us down to his place tomorrow. Crowd her all you can so we can clean up here by dark and move 
tonight.’ All hands are straining every nerve. Suddenly there's a snap, a crunching, a grinding and the separator comes 
to a stop. A gear has broken. What's to be done? It's an all-day drive to the nearest repair house—with men sitting 
idle and their pay going on. But wait, the owner of the rig owns a Case Car. He jumps in, throws on the power and 
away he goes. In two hours he is back, the work is underway again and the Case Automobile has again proven its 
practical value and every-day utility on the farm.

It is not so much a question of “Can you afford a Case Auto
mobile" as “Can you afford to be without one?”

The Case is such a practical car, such a reliable and dependable car. with such a powerful motor 
and such an abundance of reserve power that it is more of a necessity and convenience than a luxury It enables you to 
go when you want to, and come back when you want to, to do ever so many things that you could not do without it. It 
makes you Independent of trains. It makes distant relatives and friends next-door neighbors, it enables you to widen your 
sphere of activity and make money that you never could make tied down at home. If you never have considered the 
purchase of a Case Automobile, consider it now in the light of its many practical uses

Send For a Case Automobile Catalog Today.

Sit right down now and send us your name and address on post card and we will mail you a Case Automobile 
catalog which explains the construction of the Case Automobile and why it is so reliable. At the same time we will give 
you the name of a Case agent in your vicinity who will take you for a ride.
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